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A lengthy airborne anomaly system generally striking 
North-west through the northern part of Duff Township 
could be fairly viewed as reflecting one continuous 
geologic horizon. In this event, the probability that 

local and distinct irregularities in the anomaly distri 
bution might be indicative of flexures and tight folds 

in what could well be a favourable rhyolite contact was 
considered of such promise that detailed follow-up 

operations were merited.
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WORK UNDERTAKEN

The anomaly system was ground investigated at two 
places within the claim group, for which coverage 

two separate grids were cut (see Diagram 13002-4). 
Vertical loop E.M., gravity and magnetic surveys 

were undertaken on each grid to resolve the 

conduction and to screen the environment, This 

work totalled S line miles of E.M., and 3.7 line 

miles each of gravity and magnetics.
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

GRID NO. l --

The electromagnetic reconnaissance indicated several conduct 

ing zones, all much of the same character, but with less than 
clear strike continuities. (See Drawing 15002-5)4 To clarify 

the latter, detailed profiling with fixed transmitter set-ups 

was undertaken on judicious lines, including some cut expressly 
for this purpose at an angle to the grid. All this coverage 

tended to confirm that for the most part, conductors (at least 
three) were striking about 50*E of N more or less as expected 

from the airborne survey. None of these conductors proved to 
be strong, although in view of the indicated depth of cover, 

approximately SO', some fair tilts were recorded in places, 

e.g. line 4E,

The most notable feature to the E,M. results, however, is the 

clear change of strike apparent to the central and most marked 

conductor. The suggestion that this departure fran the normal 

grid trends is largely due to a cross-structural break finds 

support in the gravity data which not only allow such a break 

between lines 16E and 20B, but also infer a similar and probably 

parallel one between lines 24E and 28A. (See Drawing 13002-7), 
In the case of the former, the axis of the break may be actually 

conducting to form that part of the central conductor that 
strikes nearly East-West.
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Given an interruption in the geology along this axial line, or 

close to it, it becomes distinctly possible that the short 

conductor centred at 20E/17+50N is a displaced segment of the 

main conducting horizon seen to the South-West. Again this is 

supported by the gravity, specifically as both conductors appear 

to be characteristically tracing a contact between two differing 

mass units, Thus, the probabilities of the airborne system 

being a contact horizon seem to be confirmed.

Nonetheless, over the length that it has been defined herein, 

there is no evidence that the horizon is significantly mineralized. 

Its setting, however, is not without magnetic activity, and 

magnetic peaks in the order of 600 - 1000 gammas have been re 

solved in the North and Bast of the grid area. (Drawing 13002-6), 

These occur irregularly and although rather deep-seated, fairly 

locally. The magnetic peakings give rise to small mass effects 

in the gravity profiles, a circumstance which infers a more basic 

rock type at the same time it limits the size of their occurrences. 

On the otherhand, the very definite regional magnetic gradient 

increasing to the NNB implies the proximity of the large ultra 

basic intrusion associated with the strong aeromagnetic anomaly 

in the NE corner of Duff Township. It seems likely, therefore, 

that the magnetic activity of the grid indicates satellite in 

trusions of limited extent, They provide no correlations with 

the conducting axes; indeed together with the postulated cross- 

structures they tend to truncate them.
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GRID NO. 2 --

In a coverage restricted by lake and swamp, a weak but 

consistent conductor axis was traced over 1200* of strike. 

(Drawing #3002-8). The weakness of the conductor, particu 

larly towards the North, raised the strong probability that 

the cause of the good airborne anomaly 404A had not been 

found. This anomaly therefore is presumed to lie within 

the lake and beyond the reach of the present coverage. 

However, over its defined length, a very clear resolution 

of the conductor setting has been provided by the gravity 

coverage. (Drawing #3002-10),which has duplicated rather 

closely the mass contrast seen in the first grid. As 

previously, the conductor coincides with the probable 

contact.

In this case, however, there may be on one line, viz. 8N, 

a localized expression of excess mass in correlation with 

the conductor. At most this positive anomaly can amount to 

0.15 mgals., an order of amplitude that whilst compatible 

with about a 20' width of sulphides under about the expected 

cover of 50' is also within the so-called noise level of the 

gravity method. Unsupported therefore, this anomaly must be 

viewed with reserve; and it is immediately clear that neither 

the magnetic data (see Drawing #3002-9) nor the E.M. coverage 

provide any indication that there is a sudden improvement in 

sulphide content at this point.
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Elsewhere on the grid, a weak conducting axis was found to 

coincide with the eastern shoreline of a largish swamp lying 

to the Bast. This conductor most patently is tracing a water* 

filled fracture symptomatic of the land form and appears of 

little consequence.



CONCLUSIONS AND RBCCWBNDATIOKS

It is concluded tliat investigations on both grids have essentially 

revealed the same geologic setting, that in effect the target 

conductor system is the expression of a geologic horizon that 

marks the contact between comparatively light rocks to the South 

and West and dense rocks to the North and East. This could well 

fit the sought-after rhyolite-andesite contact. There is no 

magnetic relief diagnostic to this contact zone.

CVer both grids, however, there was but the one possible indi 

cation of sulphide mineralization at the contact horizon. This 

occurred on Grid No. 2 as a possible E.M.-gravity correlation. 

If valid, it provided an inferred sulphide width of about 20', 

and a strike potential limited to 400'. Alone it is not a very 

realistic drill target; but given any encouragement from sub 

sequent evaluations or adjacent property examinations, it 

provides a convenient test point in an area of cover. Exclusive 

of property considerations, iranediate drilling is therefore not 

recommended, however, it is recommended that a short geochemical 

testing of the property drainage be undertaken as an initial 

step in any further evaluation of this section of contact.

Against an option deadline, however, these recommendations may 

not bo practical. If from all other regional considerations 

the property has not been enhanced by the low probabilities 

provided by the present geophysics, then it can be properly
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dropped forthwith. If on the otherhand there is evidence that this 

is the right contact environment and one not to be dismissed lightly, 

then an option extension can be justified for a complete grid 

coverage of the available contact within the property boundariesi 

including incidentally coverage from lake ice and later the suggested 

geochemistry,

BARRINGER RESEARCH LIMITED

J. B. BONIWELL 
SENIOR GBOPHYSICIST

JBB/inc
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Use type of survey only Submit in duplicate

Assessment Work Breakdown

1. Type of Survey ......Elfi.C.t.r.Qma.gnetiC.............,..,.........,......,...,..,....,...................,.^

2. Township or Area ....Dxxfl..T.o.waRhip. r ...P.o.r..cup.in.e...M.ining..DivisiQn........................................................................

l l l
3. Mining claim numberf...P.r..59.849.,...r..5.9.8,5.Q.,..^^^

..:r*il2k6#J...T!J^J^ -r--'- i  "- -- '-r- *- -- ^....,,,

4. Number of miles of line cut...5...ro.il.SS........{.6....5...JtXXil.C.8...ft.Ctu.ftl^

* 5. Type of instrument used ......E.l.e..Ct.r.QniC..Aaimcia.i,e.6,....J^

* 6. Scale constant or sensitivity ..........,.,........................{|........ta.!.r........,.....^^

* 7. Number of stations established .....36.9..............................................,.............................................................................;..................................

t

8. Summary of days worked ( details on reverse side )

Total technical (include consultants, draughting etc.) ...........................................................................................................................

Total line-cutting ..................................................................................................^

Total man-days ( technical plus line-cutting ).,..3.8..0.................................................................................................................................

Assessment days credit per claim ....2.2...3.5......(.Se.e..a..c.c.o.mpa.nying...Gra.y.ity..an.d..Mia.g....io.rniR)..........

it
9. Dated ,,..,..!.,....r..x.ff..vd.....,...!P.fe............. Signed.

Complete only if applicable Complete list of names, addresses and dates on reverse side



Use for one type of survey only

1. Technical 

Type of Work

Assessment Work Breakdown

Name 8c Address Dates Worked Hours Days

.^

*

"i ~~ '. " t "t ~ t "t "i

i i ~ i "t i "i "i "

Totals

Consultants
———————— { : : . ) . '
Nome o\ Address Dates Worked (specify in field or office) Hours Days

.................................,..........,.....,..........^

Totals

Draughtsman, Typing, others (specify) 

Name 8, Address Type of Work Dotes Worked Hours Days

...........4..............,.....,..........^ :

Totals 

2- Line-Cutting

Name Address Dotes Worked Hours Days

Totals



type of survey only Submit in duplicate

Assessment Work Breakdown

1. Type of Survey .....Magn.etQmgter................................................................................^^

2. Township or Area ,.^.f.l.l.Q.W.a8.hip.r,.RQ.r,C:W.p.^

3. Mining claim numbers.....P.r.5.9.8.49......-.5.9.8^

4. Number of miles of line cut..,..3.....7...mil.e.s,.(.^.2..mi3L^

5. Type of instrument used ,.B^^.r.rmg.e.r...GM..lQ2..................,.........................l........,.........,.,..............................

6. Scale constant or sensitivity .............................!...... .............................................................A........................................!....

* 7. Number of stations established ....2.9.6..

8. Summary of days worked { details on reverse side )

Total technical (include consultants, draughting etc.) ..................................................................................................................,

Total l ine-cutting .................................................................,............,.........,.........................,....,..........^^

Total man-days ( technical plus line-cutting )........3.8.0......................................................................................................................

Assessment days credit per claim .....2i2...3.5.....tS.e.e,..a.C.CQm.pa^

9. Dated ...................'......,................ Signed.,......,,,,,,

* Complete only if applicable Complete list of names, addresses and dates on reverse side



Use for one type of survey only

1. Technical 

Type of Work

TL

Assessment Work Breakdown

Name 6t Address Dates Worked Hours Days

..fo^.d.^.^!...........................................................................................

i

t "' t "t ""t v "t "t t

Totals 

Consultants 

Nome o\ Address Dates Worked (specify in field or office) Hours Days

..Jbt.d*.*........................................................................^.........',.............................................

Totals

Draughtsman, Typing, others (specify) 

Name o\ Address Type of Work Dotes Worked Hours Days

.............(,...............,.....™.......^

Totals 

2. Line-Cutting

Name Address Dates Worked Hours Days

Totals ..



Use type of survey only Submit in duplicate

Assessment Work Breakdown

1. Type of Survey ......Gravity......................................

2. Township or Area .,.D.uff...T.Q.wnsMpr..P.Q.rmpine.Mi^

3. Mining claim numbers,,,.P-.5M49.,....-m

^

4. Number of miles of line cut

* 5. Type of instrument used .......W.a,| .den...Qr.a.Y.im.e.t.eI.

* 6. Scale constant or sensitivity . .,..................^..:....(^..^.....

7, N umber of stations established .....2,1.0..

8. Summary of days worked ( details on reverse side ) 

Total technical (include consultants, draughting etc.) 

Total line-cutting ............................................................................

Total man-days (technical plus line-cutting )....38.0.....

Assessment days credit per claim ...,.2.^J..5.

9. Dated.... Signed

Complete only if applicable Complete list of names, addresses and dates on reverse side



Use for one type of survey only

1. Technical 

Type of Work

Assessment Work Breakdown

Name 8t Address Dates Worked Hours Days

.........................................................fa

s "l "t 't "l * *~ t

l l "t "l

Totals 

Consultants 

Name o\ Address Dotes Worked (specify in field or office) Hours Days

.j.................................................................................................................................

Totals

Draughtsman, Typing, others (specify) 

Nome R Address Type of Work Dates Worked Hours Days

..................{.......................,.............................: ........,.....................................:..^

Totals 

2. Line-Cutting

Name Address Dotes Worked Hours Days

Totals ,.
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GRAVITY

ELEVATION

-A

Profile - Scale l" - 1 -0 mgal

Profile -Scale l" -- 2 0'

42AM56M93 63.16W DUFF 210 Work undertaken by BARRINGER RESEARCH LIMITED

MCINTYRE PORCUPINE MINES LIMITED

GRID No.Z-DUFF TWP , ONTARIO.

GRAVITY a ELEVATION 
SURVEY

NOV 1964 Scale DWG. 3002-10
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PROFILE -Scole l * 1000 B

•A-

42M4SE8B93 63,1609 DUFF 220
Work undertaken by BARRINGER RESEARCH LIMITED

fi S9S62

MCINTYRE PORCUPINE MINES LIMITED

GRID No.l-DUFF TWP. ONTARIO

TOTAL INTENSITY MAGNETICS

NOV. 1964 Scale l" * 200' DWG. 3002-6
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LEGEND

-A-

PARALLEL LINE

DETAIL

42AMSE9893 63.16W DUFF 230

- PROFILE - Scale l'^ 20 0 
TRANSMITTER LOCATION

— PROFILE -Scale l"- 20 0 
TRANSMITTER LOCATION

CONDUCTOR INTERPRETED

&S2673

3*

Work undertaken by BARRINGER RESEARCH LIMITED

MCINTYRE PORCUPINE MINES LIMITED

GRID No.l -DUFF TWP. ONTARIO

VERTICAL LOOP E.M. 
SURVEY

NOV. 1964 Scale l = 200 DWG. 3002-5
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42AI4SE&093 63.1680 DUFF 240 Work undertaken by BARRINGER RESEARCH LIMITED

#59873

/? S9862

MCINTYRE PORCUPINE MINES LIMITED

GRID No.l -DUFF TWP , ONTARIO

GRAVITY 8 ELEVATION 
SURVEY

NOV. 1964 Scale l * 200 DWG. 3002-7


